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Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reasons for
proposing it.

This is the "shop window" of your nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the
essential points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even
if they do not read the rest of your nomination.

Documents of Polish radio intelligence from the period of the Battle of Warsaw in
August 1920 are a collection of unique importance. They represent a new type of
historical source and at the same time they are a significant record of an event
regarded as one of the decisive battles in the history of the world.

Defeating the Bolshevik Army not only foiled the Russian conquest of Poland and
other states that newly gained or regained independence as a result of the World
War l. lt also blighted the plans of combining the Bolshevik Revolution with the
revolution in Germany and thus compromised the possibility for victory of the
communist system in Europe.

ln the summer of 1920 the eyes oJ the world were turned towards Warsaw. The
victory over the quantitative predominance of Bolshevik forces was possible mostly
due to using in military action by Polish military intelligence most modern technology
of the time - radio. The documents of Polish radio intelligence of the Battle of
Warsaw are one of the first testimonies to the use of radio monitoring and of new
methods of deciphering the enemies' codes. lt was also the Battle of Warsal,v where
the radio monitoring and those new deciphering techniques played a iole that
determined the outcome of the battle and the war.

2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization)

Central Military Archives (Centralne Archiwum Wojskowe)
Director of the centra| Militarv Archives Professor Sławomir Cenckiewicz



2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage

The submitted documents are stored in the Central Militarv Archives which is an
institution under the Ministrv of National Defence.

2'3 Contact person(s) (to provide inłormation on nomination)

Director of the Central Military Archives
Professor Sławomir Cenckiewicz
phone: +48 261 813 144
e-mail : caw.sekretariat@wp. mil. pl
2.4 Contact details

Address:

Centralne Archiwum
Wojskowe

PontonierÓw 24' 00-910 Warszawa

Telephone:

+48 261 813 144 (Director
Sławomir Cenckiewicz)

+48 261 813 700 (Director
Stanisław Sokół)

+48 261 813 749 caw.sekretariat@wp. mil. pl

I ceńify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage described in this
document to the International Memory of the World Register.
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3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated
lf inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given
ln this pań of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make
clear precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning and end
dates) and closed.

Documents of Polish radio intelligence from the period of the Battle of Warsaw 1920
preserved in the Central Military Archives are located in the collection of Division ll of
Supreme Commandership of Po|ish Armed Forces (Po|ish ..oddział || Nacze|nego
Dowództwa Wojska Po|skiego'') from 1918-1921 (cAW' fi|e no. |'301.8.), in folders
626-672 (46 folders). These units consist of a variety of documents: coded messages
and translations of cipherte)ds of the Red Army taken over by the Cipher Bureau of
Division ll of Supreme Commandership of Polish Armed Forces, commands of 2no, 3'0,
6th and lh Army and commands of fronts; aerogrammes of radiotelegraphic stations,
including Warsaw and Lviv; books of broken ciphers of the Red Army; Polish and
Russian codes; coded messages and aerogrammes of Supreme Commandership of
Polish Armed Forces, fronts, armies and operational groups as well as ciphers of
Polish military mission abroad.

Submitted for nomination ciphertexts and coded messages of Division ll of Supreme
Commandership of Polish Armed Forces from 1 91 8-1 921 were used to make key
decisions of the Supreme Commandership of Polish Armed Forces and had a
fundamental impact on the course of the Battle of Warsaw and the Polish victorv in the
war with Soviet Russia.

Documents from nominated files (CAW, file no. 1.301 .8.626-672) containing
information of significant impact on the course of the war, have been attached to the
application in the form of scans along with their description.

3,2 Catalogue or registration details

Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of defining
a collection. lf this is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description accompanied by
sample catalogue entries, accesslon or registration numbers or other ways of defining a
collection's size and character can be used.

Submitted for nomination documents of Division ll of the Supreme Commandership of
the Polish Armed Forces from the period 1918-1921 can be found in files of catalogue
no. 1.301 .8.626-672. Selected documents (those of significant impact on the course of
the Battle of Warsaw) have been attached to the application on DVD in the form of
scans along with their description.

The following table provides the date of interception of the coded message and the
date of its decryption.



Catalogue number Ciphertext number/ date of interception/ date of

decryption

t .301 .8 .632 34446/ 06.08/ 07.08

1.301.8.632 33437i 06.08/ 07.08

t.301 .8.639 35359/ 13.08/ 13.08

1.301 .8.639 35552/ 14.08/ 15.08

t .301.8.639 35285/10.08/11.08

1.301.8.644 35590/ 16.08/ 17.08

t.301 .8.644 36630i 17.08/ 17.08

t .301.8.644 35592i 16.08/ 16.08

t .301.8.644 36634/ 17.08i 18.08

1.301 .8.645 33586/ 03.08/ 04.08

t.301 .8.645 344451 07.O8l 07.08

1.301 .8.646 12.08.

3.3 Visual documentation if appropriate (for example, photog.aphs, or a DVD of the documentary
heritage)

It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, DVD, USB key
of all or some of the material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors
visualize or listen to the collection or document.

Scans of selected documents submitted for nomination attached to the application form
ON DVD.

3.4 History/provenance
Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not
be complete, but give the best description yoLr can.

On the l lh of September 1919 the Historical and Operational Section oJ Division l l l  of
the Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces was formed that took up
collecting and developing documents of 1 91 8-1920 (mainly of the war with Soviet
Russia) produced by the Polish Army. A special instruction was issued relating to
collecting archival materials concerning the war of 1920.

On the order of Division I of the General Staff ( l4th November 1922), the Historical
and Operational Section was transformed into Historical Office of the General Staff,
which took over the collected documents. The main task of the newly established
section was to collect and develop historical materials concerning the Polish war of
1 918-1 920. In June 1927 chanoes were made in the orqanization of the Historical



Office. lts name was changed into Military Historical Office (Polish "Wojskowe Biuro
Historyczne" - WBH) and was subordinated to the General Inspectorate of the Armed
Forces (Po|ish ..Generalny |nspektorat Sił Zbrojnych'' - GISZ). The Mi|itary Historica|
Office stored documentation produced by institutions and military units during military
operations as we|| as accounts from the so|diers - pańicipants of the war With Soviet
Russia in 1920 and of the Battle of Warsaw.

Beside the Archive of the Military Historical Office, many documents from the Polish
War of 1918-1920 were collected in the holdings of the Central Mil itary Archives (Polish
"Centralne Archiwum Wojskowe" - CAW), which was established in December 1918. In
1927 the Central Military Archives changed its name to Military Archives (Polish
"Archiwum Wojskowe" - AW) and was subordinated to the Military Historical Office.
In September 1939, during the aerial bombardment of Warsaw, on the room of Military
Historical Office in the building of General Inspectorate of the Armed Forces a bomb
was dropped and partly destroyed the files of operating groups, divisions and regiments
of the Polish War including the Battle of Warsaw. Other files of the Polish War shared
the fate of the remaining documents of Polish Army and have been exported by
Germans to the branch of Potsdam Mil itary Archive in Gdańsk-o|iwa. During the
occupation, the documents of Division ll of Supreme Commandership of the Polish
Armed Forces and Division ll of the General Staff were of particular interest to the
Abwehr and Gestapo. At the end ot 1944, in view of approaching front, documents
including those of Division ll were deported to the Reich. When the war was over in
1945, many of documents, including those of Division l l of Supreme Commandership of
the Polish Armed Forces and Division ll of the General Staff, were plundered bv the
Red Army. They have been exported to the archives of the Soviet Union.

The interming|ed documents of pre-war Po|ish Army that survived the War in Gdańsk-
Oliwa formed the basis of resources for the Central Military Archives reactivated in
August 1945 and moved in 1951 to Warsaw. Files of Division l l of Supreme
Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces and Division ll of the General Staff were
took over by the Main Directorate of |nformation of the Po|ish Army (Po|ish ..Główny

Zarząd |nformacji WP) for operationa| purposes. Then' by the decision of the Ministry
of Pub|ic security (Po|ish ..Ministerstwo Bezpieczeństwa Pub|icznego'')' thgfi|es have
been transferred to the Archives of the Ministry of International Affairs (Polish "MSW -
Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnętrznych''), Where they have been avai|able for on|y a handfu|
of researchers. ln 1989 the Archive of the Ministry of International Affairs has handed
over to the Central Military Archives 6313 folders among which there were files of
Division l l of Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces and Division l l of
the Genera| Staff. |n the course of fuńher deve|opment new fi|es have been attached to
files of Division ll of Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces - files
transferred in .1964 from Russian archives by reclamation. In 2000 work on the
development of collection Division ll of Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed
Forces, containing documentation of Polish Wa|l9l8-1920, including the Battle of
Warsaw, was completed by preparing the inventory book with an introduction and made
available for researchers. After the development the collection consists of 46,7 linea(
meters of files ( l 1 42 folders).



3.5 Bibliography

A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about the
heritage you are nominating' lt is best if you can cite scńo/ars from several countries' rather
than just your own country, and if they are authoritative voices clearly independent from both
your own institution and UNESCO.
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3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or organizations
with expeń know|edge about the values and provenance of the documentary heritage
Name Qualifications Contact details

1. Professor Grzegorz
Nowik

Division of Historical and Social
Sciences of the University of Cardinal
Stefan Wyszynski; Polish Academy of
Sciences, Institute of Political Studies,
Warsaw:
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phone: +48 693 343 538,
e-mail: grzegorznowik@egonet.nazwa.pl

2. Professor Janusz
Odziemkowski

Division of Historical and Social
Sciences of the University of Cardinal
Stefan Wyszynski, Warsaw;
phone: +48 510 056 688,
e-mail: j odziemkowski@op.pl

3. Professor Jochen BÓh|et Friedrich-SchillerU n iversity,
|mre Kenósz Ko|leg' Am P|anetarium 7,
07743 Jena;
phone: +49 03641 94407 O,
e-mail: Jochen.Boehler@uni-iena.de

4. Professor Andrzei Nowak Polish Academy of Sciences, Institute of
History, Warsaw;
e-mail : andrzejnowak200T@02. pl

5. Professor Joanna
Gierowska-Kałłaur

Polish Academy of Sciences, Institute of
History, Warsaw; Faculty of Oriental
Studies;
ohone: +48 600996777
e-mail: j. gierowska-kallaur@uw.edu.pl

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other
authoritative referees so that a good spectrum of opinion is available for assessmeni p urposes.

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details)

Name
Central Military
Arch ives,
Director of the
institution -
Professor Sławomir
Cenckiewicz _

Address
u|. Pontonierów 2A
00-910 Warszawa

Telephone

+48261 813 144
Facsimile

+48 261 813 749
Email

caw.sekretariat@wp.mil.pl

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if different from the owner)
Name

Head of Depańment of Storage
Resource of Central Military Archives
Jacek Woyno

Address

u|. PontonierÓW 2A
00-910 Warszawa

t2



Telephone

+48 261 813 921
Facsimi le Emai l
+48 261 813 749 j.woyno@ron.mil.pl

4.3 Legal status

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary
heritage

Propeńy of Po|ish State Treasury managed by the Centra| Military Archives.

4.4 Accessibility

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed
All access restrictions should be exolicitlv stated below:

Encouraging accessibiliĘ is a basic objective of MoW. Accordingly, digitization for access
pu4ooses is encouraged and you should comment on whether this has been done or is
planned. You should also note if there are legal or cultural factors that restrict access.

Files of Divlsion ll of Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces (CAW,
file no. 1.301 .8.626-672) since the inventory book was made are available for
researchers in the Reading Room of the Central Military Archives. Files are provided
for researchers on the basis of the Rules for Granting Access to Archival Materials.

The condition of the unique documents submitted for nomination is good and they
do not require maintenance. Most of the documents are in the form of notebooks and
loose files.

The archival materials submitted for nomination have been included in the Central
Military Archives' digitization plan for the years 201612017.

4.5 Copyright status

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection

Where copyright status ls known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a
document or collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in
determining whether it meets the criteria for inscription.

Publ ic domain.

l 3



5.1 Authenticity.

ls the documentary heitage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance
been reliably established?

The authenticity of the documents submitted for nomination raises no reservations.
|t Was estab|ished on the basis of eńerna| characteristics of documents, Such as
drawing up on the original prints of the Cipher Bureau of Division ll of Supreme
Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces and atfixing the original signatures of
officers who read out and translated the coded messages and cipherte)ds. Some of
the documents bear the original stamp of receipt at the Cipher Bureau of Division ll
of Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces. The documents state the
date of interception of the coded message and the date of decryption.

5.2 World significance

ls the heritage unique and irreplaceable? Would its disappearance constitute and
harmful impoverishment of the heritage of humaniĘ? Has it created great impact
over time and/or within a particular cultural area of the world? Has it had great
influence (positive or negative) on the course of history?

The nominated heritage is unique as a new kind of historical source and as a
documentation of major impońance to the history of the Batt|e of Warsawł 192o,
recognized as one of the decisive events in the history of the 20tn century. Witness
of the Battle, the then British ambassador in Poland lord Edgar D' Abernon, called it
the eighteenth decisive battle of the world. This term has become widely known as
a statement emphasizing the universal impact of the event to which the nominated
documents relate on the course of history.

The term "Battle of Warsaw" includes a number of military operations conducted
from late July until first days of September 1920 in the center ot Europe - on the
north-eastern and southern parts of the Republic of Poland. The main fights of the
Battle of Warsaw were conducted with the West Front of the Red Army under the
command of Mikhail Tukhachevsky and included: battles under the River Wkra and
Vistula from lO to 23 August l92O; defensive tackle of the l"tArmy of the Polish
Armed Forces commanded by gen. Franciszek Latinik, on the outskirts of Warsaw,
from 13 to 17 August 1920; the decisive attack - counteroffensive from the River
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Wieprz, which covers the fights from 16 to 28 August 1920, conducted by Polish
units of Strike Group of the Middle Front, primarily with the Russian Mozyrska
Group.

The Batt|e of Warsaw WaS impońant for the wor|d history. |n the event of
dissolution of the Austria-Hungary, the military weakening of France and Great
Britain and the revoluiion in Germany after the lost war and creating in 1919 in
Moscow the Third Communist |nternationa| - a network of communist pańies from
41 countries - the victory of the Red Army in the Polish-Russian war was to cause
the combination of the Russian revolution and the German, resulting in the outbreak
of world revolution. The Battle of Warsaw impeded that plan. At the same time it
allowed to preserve independence of states created on the ruins of tsarist Russia as
a result of the First World War. This status was perpetuated by the peace treaty of
Riga which ended the war. The treaty's provisions significantly contributed to socio-
political order o{ the world till the outbreak of World War ll, being one of the pillars of
European order. The treaty let the countries of Central Europe, created afier World
War I, build state, social and economic institutions, so that they could survive the
period of the Second World War and the postwar period of communist enslavement.

For strategic decisions of Polish Supreme Command information derived from
acquired and decoded messages of the Red Army was of crucia| impońance' They
enabled to take risky decisions about counteroffensive from the River Wieprz, which
decided the success of the Polish Army. That Polish advantage over the numerically
superior enemy was made possible thanks to the effective Polish military
intelligence, especially radio intelligence and work of people employed in this
en0eavor.

|n August 1920 the Cipher Bureau in the Depańment || of the Division || of
Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces, which was a Polish agency
of radio intelligence, employed a staff of beslclass cryptologists and
cryptographers. They were both officers and civilian scientists who were developing
linguistic and mathematical methods and effectively breaking the Russian code
keys, providing the Polish command information directly from the Russianrstaffs.
Experience gained during the period of Po|ish-Russian War was fuńher deve|oped,
which contributed to breaking by Polish cryptologists the ciphers of "Enigma",

5.3 Comparative criteria:

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (lt must meet at least one of
them.)

The nominated heritage to the greatest extent meets the criteria of time, place and
peopre.
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1 Time

Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or
significant social or cultural change? Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the
"first of its kind"?

Collection of documents submitted for nomination is an exceptional testimony to the
development of technique, science and technology in the early twenties of the 20th
century as well as their use and historical impact. lt was an undoubted sign of the
times in which science and technique have begun to play an imporlant role in almost
every field of life. The use of the most modern means of communication, which was
then radiotelegraphy, combined with mathematical and linguistic academic
knowledge, was in this case the decisive factor to achieve victory.

By expanding the experience of the Central Powers and the Allies, and, above all,
by combining scientific knowledge with practical skills, spectacular results in
decryption have been achieved. To give an example, on 12'n August'1920, i.e. only
few hours after the introduction of the new cipher named "Revolution" used to keep
the Red Army's correspondence in secret, the cipher was broken (the ciphertext no.
35285; ref' no. |'301.8.639). |t should be emphasized that the time Was eńreme|y
impońant, as on 13th August 1920 a fundamenta| phase of the Battle of Warsaw
started, that is Warsaw defense, fights on the River Wkra and counteroffensive from
the River Wieprz. As explained in points 5.2 and 5.3.2, the results oJ the Battle of
Warsaw were of universal impact on history.

2 Place

Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world
history and culture? For example, was the location itself an important influenLE on the
events or phenomena represented by the document? Does it descibe physical
environments, cities or institutions that have since vanished?

In August of 1920 Warsaw was the center of world's attention because of the battle
taking place on the outskins, which Was of paramount impońance for the history of
the twentieth century.

Collection of documents in the file Division ll of the Supreme Commandership of
the Polish Armed Forces (CAW, ref. no. 1.301 .8.626-672) contains essential
operational information from the front in the period from July to the first days of
Seotember 1920. which enabled the Polish command to take action that would
prevent Red Army's intention to acquire Warsaw and extend the revolution to
Western Eurooe.

The above mentioned intentions of Bolsheviks are directly expressed by the Mikhail
Tukhachevsky's Directive No. 1896 dated 2nd July 1920, addressed to the Red Army:
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"[...] In the West, the fate of universal revolution hangs in the balance, the Polish
corpse leads the way to a worldwide fire ... March on Vilnius, Minsk, Warsaw." The
motto "Dajosz Warszawu" has gained immense popularity among the soldiers of the
Red Army.

Awareness of the dread of situation was distinct and led to mobilization of efforts of
the whole society as well as of support of allied countries.

3 People

Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of
human behaviour' or of social, industrial, ańistic or political development? or does it
capture fhe essence of great movements, transitions, advances or regression? Does
it illustrate the lives of prominent individuals in the above fields?

Nominated documents as Soviet coded messages read and translated into Polish
constitute a unique reminder of the impońance of the 20th century's co||aboration
between the different disciplines of science and application of scientific and technical
solutions in other areas of life. Breaking the Soviet codes and reading the messages
was possible thanks to the harmonious cooperation of ofiicers of the Cipher Bureau
of Intelligence Office of Division ll with prominent civilian scientists.

Spiritus movens of this enterprise was an intelligence officer - lieutenant Jan
Kowalewski, a man of extraordinary mathematical abilities and immense imagination
as well as linguistic skills. ln 1920 he involved in the team of Cipher Bureau eminent
scholars: mathematicians, logicians and linguists. They were, among others, the
creators of the widely known at the time Polish school of mathematics: Professor
Stefan Mazurkiewicz (mathematician, Professor of University of Warsaw), Professor
Wactaw Sierpiński (mathematician, Professor of University of Warsaw) and Professor
Stanisław Leśniewski (phi|osopher and |ogician, Professor of University of Lviv and
University of Warsaw), as we|| as other scientists, among others: Professor JÓzef
Ujejski (literary historian, who later became a rector of the University of Warsaw),
Professor Jan Łukasiewicz (mathematician, |ogician, phi|osopher, |ater b6came a
rector of the University of Warsaw) and Professor Janusz Groszkowski
(mathematician of the Warsaw University of Technology, who later became president
of the Polish Academy of Sciences).

During the l920 war, Polish cryptographers deciphered more than 800 Russian
cipheńexts and broke near|y 20 encryption keys. That Was possib|e thanks to an
innovative, creative use of mathematical and logical formulas, combined with
excellent knowledge of the Russian language and military terminology.

Thanks to gained experience, already in the twenties of the 20th century employees
of the Cipher Bureau predicted a turning point in the encryption of messages, which
was introduced by the German cipher machine "Enigma". As the only team worldwide
they were prepared to break the code using mathematical and linguistic method.
Their knowledge was a particularly important Polish contribution to the international
cooperation in the field of decryption and the decryption of "Enigma" having been of
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crucial importance for successful anti-Nazi coalition in the Second World War. Today
we know that this success was preceded by over a decade of earlier activity of Polish
cryptographic services.

4 Subject and theme

Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual
developments in the natural, social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology,
sport or the ańs?

For the reasons given above (in point 5.3.1-3) in terms of subject the nominated
documents also represent an important value as an example of interdisciplinary
scientific cooperation, which in the early 20In century began to gain in importance
which continues to this day, contributing to the development of science, technology
and societies.

5 Form and style

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value? Or is it a
typical exemplar of a type of presentation, custom or medium? ls it an example of a
disappeared or disappearing carrier or format?

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance:

Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary
heritage have an emotional hold on people who are alive today? ls it venerated as'
hoty orfor its mysticat quatities, or reverenced for its association with significąlt
people and events?

(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its social/ spiritual/
community significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, lf /oses this specific
significance and may eventually acquire histoical significance.)

The memory of the Battle of Warsaw is vivid today. Since 1923 till 1945 the day
.lSth of August was the Feast of the Polish Army. When the communist regime was
overthrown, in accordance with the act of Polish Parllament on 30'n of July 1992, the
date of the Feast of the Polish Army was restored and celebrated on 15'n of August,
that is on the date of anniversary of the Battle of Warsaw.

Foreign politicians and observers expected the defeat of the Polish army because
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of the crushing numerical superiority of the Red Army, so the much unexpected
victory was attributed even to supernatural intervention. Hence the Battle of Warsaw
was called the "Miracle on the Vistula", the more so that 15th of August falls in the
Catholic church on the day of the Assumption. In terms of historical discourse victory
was the result of canying out a daring military maneuver, use of innovative scientific
methods in the intelligence service, and the mobilization of the whole society.

The Battle of Warsaw enjoys wide interest both in Poland and in the world. In
Poland not only scientific publications are devoted to the Battle, but also poems,
documentaries, feature films etc. The memory of the Battle is cultivated among
school and university students, scouts and reconstruction groups, which
commemorate great historical events. Every year on the fields ol Radzymin (a suburb
of Warsaw) reconstruction of fights is organized With the pańicipation of actors and
reconstruction groupsfrom Poland and other countries.

The war of 1920 is of a great interest to historians from different countries (see e.g.
selected literature, point 3.5). Numerous references can be found in monographs and
synthetic publications, dealing with political history of Europe after World War l. In
this context the importance of radio intelligence and deciphering enjoys growing
interest in the foreign literature and other forms of struggle in the ether.

6.1 Rarity

Documents reported to nomination, which are only a fragment of all the
documentation of Polish-Russian war of 1920, however an extremely important one,
are unique in the world and can be found only in the Central Military Archives.

Their uniqueness lies in the fact that they are the testimony to the application - for
the first time in the history - of the new technique of breaking codes. They provide an
invaluable historical source, documenting the first such effective use of new method
of inte||igence' |t Was based on the simu|taneous innovative use of techniquę as We|l
as mathematical and linguistic knowledge, what provided success which radio
inte||igence of armies pańicipating in the First World War fai|ed to reach.

6.2 Integrity

It can be unequivocally stated that documents of Cipher Bureau of Division ll of
Supreme Commandership of the Polish Armed Forces, which is a unique collection of
Soviet ciphertexts decoded by Polish cryptographers during the 1920 war,
maintained integrity within the collection of the Battle of Warsaw, which was not
impeded by multiple changes of place where the documents have been preserved.

Their integrity was not affected by the war in 1939-1945 and by the further period of
the Polish People's Republic until 1989 when they were outside the Central Military
Archives. Taken over by the occupant of the pre-war Military Archives, where they
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have been stored since the twenties of the 20'n century, they were taken to the
Wehrmacht Archive in Gdańsk.o|iwa. After the Second Wor|d War, these documents
Were transferred to the Archives of th€ Ministry of |nterna| Affairs in Warsaw, form
where in 1989 they returned to the Central Military Archives. Until then they have not
been made available to historians.

7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders in its
significance and preservation.

Apań from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted
in the process of preparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have
useful comments to make?

The fo||owing institutions suppońed the nomination:

1. Polish Academy of Sciences, Institute of Political Studies, Unit of Eastern Problems

Studies (Polska Akademia Nauk, lnstytut Studiow Politycznych, Zakład Analiz

Problemow Wschodnich), Professor GrzegorzNowik; phone: +48 693 343 538,

e-mail: grzegorznowik@egonet. nazwa. pl ;
2. National Defence University of Warsaw, Department of National Security (Akademia

obrony Narodowej, Wydział Bezpieczeństwa Narodowego), Co|one| Ju|iusz Tym;

phone: +48 696 432 678, e-mail: j.tym@aon.edu.pl.

Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary heritage.
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient.

Be accurate and honest. lf your document(s) is at risk for any reason, say so. UNESCO needs
to know its true situation.

There is a risk management plan.
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9.1 ls there a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage?

YES X NO

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach fufther details about current storage
and custody of the materials.

Documents are protected on general rules, stipulated in the Act of 14 July 1983 (the Act
on National Archive Stock and Archives; Journal of Laws 2015, pos. 1446, ai.. 22.1 , afi..
23). They are preserved in a modern storehouse complying with the highest protection
standards and are included in the Central Military Archives' digitization plan for the years
201612017.

Detai| any other information that suppońs the inc|usion of this documentary heritage on the
International Memory of the World Register. lf the nomination is successful, how will you use
this to promote the MoW Programme?
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient.
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AGREEMENT GRANTING NON.EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS

Reference: Nomination form of the International Memory
of the World Register of ńe materials
of Polish radio intelligence from ńe period
of the Battle of Warsaw in August 1920

1 . a) | the undersigned, copyrighlholder of the media object(s) mentioned below:

Title(s)
Video:

Audio:

I.301.8.632-01
1.30t.8.632-02
I.301.8.639-01
I.301.8.639-02

I.301.8.639-03
I.301.8.6,14-01
1.301.8.644-02
I.301.8.644-03

1.301.8 .644-04
I.301.8.645-01
I.301.8.ó45-02
I.30i.8.646-01

hereunder referred to as the 'Work(s)', hereby grant to UNESCO free of charge the non-
exclusive right to exploit, publish, reproduce, diffuse, communicate to the public in any form
and on any support, including digital, all or part of the media object(s).

b) These rights are granted to UNESCO for the legal term of copyright throughout the world.

c) The name of the autho(s) will be cited whenever his/her Work is used in any form.

I certify that:

a) I am the sole copyright holder of the Work and am the owner of the rights granted by virtue
of this agreement and other rights conferred to me by national legislation and pertinent
international conventions on copyright and that I have full rights to enter into this agreement.

b) The Work is in no way whatever a violation or an infringement of any existing
licence, and contains nothing obscene, libellous or defamatory.

copyright or

l\tailing address: Joie Springer, Knowledge Societies Division (C|/KSD), Communicalion and Information Sector, UNESCO, 1
ru€ Mio||is' 75015 Paris' France' Te|ephone: +33 (0)1 45684497' e-mai|:L9pl!!g9l(fu!ęs!9qg


